
Secure your business users and 
applications with a new approach

STARHUB SECURE CLOUD GATEWAY

Take control of your cloud security

StarHub Secure Cloud Gateway is a fully secured cloud security service that replaces the traditional 
UTM solution to address today’s security concerns. By moving security to a globally distributed 
cloud, it protects users, applications and data regardless of device, location or network. This also 
effectively eliminates the cost and complexity of network and appliance infrastructure. 

The fully managed security service is easily scalable with three subscription options, depending on 
your security needs.

Lead your enterprise into the cloud era with fast and secure access to the Internet enabled by 
StarHub Secure Cloud Gateway. 

A traditional office setup is typically based on a private hub-and-spoke network whereby businesses 
can control and manage. The perimeter-based security model of this traditional office setup 
enables businesses to protect users and applications within the on-premise network architecture. 

Whereas, the modern office setup, is typically a direct-to-cloud architecture over the Internet. Such 
a network cannot be controlled by the customer and this puts the network security model at risk.

The Secure Cloud Gateway platform securely connects a user to their applications regardless of the 
location of the application (SaaS, within AWS, Azure or the physical data center). 

For branch sites that have a lot of traffic destined for applications in the data center, MPLS is still 
required, however, customers can breakout Internet traffic locally via the Secure Cloud Gateway. For 
branch sites that do not have a lot of traffic going to the data center, customers can route all traffic 
to the Secure Cloud Gateway.
The Secure Cloud Gateway provides full inline inspection to block bad traffic and protect good 
traffic.



Challenges faced in today’s network security model

How StarHub Secure Cloud Gateway works

StarHub Secure Cloud Gateway delivers a completely integrated gateway that inspects all ports and 
protocols, even across SSL, for full protection against all web and Internet threats. Your users can 
now safely access the Internet and apps hosted in the cloud regardless of their geographical location.

A traditional office setup is typically based on a private hub-and-spoke network whereby businesses 
can control and manage. The perimeter-based security model of this traditional office setup 
enables businesses to protect users and applications within the on-premise network architecture. 

Whereas, the modern office setup, is typically a direct-to-cloud architecture over the Internet. Such 
a network cannot be controlled by the customer and this puts the network security model at risk.

The Secure Cloud Gateway platform securely connects a user to their applications regardless of the 
location of the application (SaaS, within AWS, Azure or the physical data center). 

For branch sites that have a lot of traffic destined for applications in the data center, MPLS is still 
required, however, customers can breakout Internet traffic locally via the Secure Cloud Gateway. For 
branch sites that do not have a lot of traffic going to the data center, customers can route all traffic 
to the Secure Cloud Gateway.
The Secure Cloud Gateway provides full inline inspection to block bad traffic and protect good 
traffic.
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Broken security perimeters

Employees working remotely and 
accessing work applications via 
the unprotected Public Internet 
fall outside of the traditional 
security perimeter and are 
therefore not secured.

Inefficient network design

The traditional way of backhauling 
traffic from branch offices causes 
congestion and latency concerns 
which affect the performance 
within an organisation.

Complicated stacks of
security solutions

The old model of stacking multiple 
security appliances to protect 
different security concerns is 
often costly, cluttered and 
operationally heavy to manage.



StarHub
Secure Cloud Gateway

Security over
SD-WAN Solutions

Cloud Firewall

Cloud Sandbox
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URL Filtering
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Bandwidth Control

Cloud Access
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Full DPI and access 
controls across all ports 

and protocols

Anti-virus, anti-spyware, 
and anti-malware 

protection

Deliver full threat protection 
from malicious

web content

Full security inspections 
by advanced threat 
detection engines

Block zero-day exploits 
by analysing unknown 

files for malicious 
behaviour

Control user access to 
known and unknown 

cloud applications

Block or limit website 
access based on a 

user or group

Prioritise business- 
critical applications over 

recreational traffic

Key Features

StarHub Secure Cloud Gateway inspects every inbound and outbound traffic with multi-layer security 
features to ensure always-on highest security against all cyber threats. 
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No Security Compromise

Mobility

Why leading enterprises choose StarHub Secure Cloud Gateway

Ensure all outbound and 
inbound traffic is inspected 
with unlimited traffic 
scanning 

Stay above evolving cyber 
threats with more than 
120,000 security updates 
every day

Reduce latency to 
well-known cloud apps 
with direct-to-Internet 
breakout

Constant Updates Productivity

Real-time Visibility

Investigate threats 
easily and efficiently 
with simplified analytics 
and reports

Cost Savings

Save on hefty hardware 
investments and 
maintenance costs with 
a fully cloud service

Scalability

Pay for only what you need 
with subscription options 
that allow you to scale 
according to your 
requirements

Easy Management

Enjoy convenience of a 
fully managed service 
with integration, 
maintenance and 
technical support

Allow full traffic scanning 
from mobile device when 
accessing Internet

High Security Standards

Enjoy peace of mind with 
ISO27001-certification and 
99.999% availability SLA
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